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Abstract

The aim of this work is to demonstrate the use of additive manufacturing with thermoplastic material in the whole functional structure of spacecraft and to mechanically qualify it for space flight. For such purpose, an 8 U CubeSat structure was manufactured in polyetherimide (PEI) ULTEM™ through 3D printing and passed several vibration tests. The results are compared with those obtained in the qualification of the same structure manufactured in aluminum alloy AA-6082 T651 through a conventional CNC method. The qualification consisted of passing the vibration requirements in quasi-static, sine, and random tests to fly in PSLV launcher. Finally, a robustness test for the 3D-printed structure is included, and all the results are analyzed. This study is being part of the H2020 European Project ReDSHIFT (Project ID 687500).
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1. Introduction

The cost of putting a satellite into orbit is directly related to its mass. Putting 1 kg into a low Earth orbit can be between $10,000 and $20,000 for medium- to large-sized satellites [1, 2] and between $40,000 and $50,000 for small satellites (under 100 kg) [3]. In small satellites one of the subsystems that most contribute to the total mass of the system is the structural subsystem. Normally, the structure of the satellite contributes between 30 and 40% to the total mass of the
spacecraft. However, this is normal because these structures are commonly made of metallic materials such as aluminum alloys [4], because they need to resist very demanding environmental conditions in space and very demanding mechanical conditions during the launch, and because they have to guarantee the integrity of the satellite itself and of the other satellites placed in the launcher.

However, additive manufacturing is enabling the use of new materials for space such as polyetherimide (PEI) [5]. Polyetherimide (PEI) is an amorphous thermoplastic very resistant to high and low temperatures, with a high glass transition temperature, and very resistant to mechanical loads [6] and has half the density of the aluminum. The incorporation of this type of materials in the structure of satellites can highly reduce the mass of the overall system and the cost of putting it into space.

Nevertheless, the incorporation of new materials and methods in a spacecraft requires a profound analysis and passing of very demanding tests to prove that it is qualified to be launched and to be performed with enough margin in the space environment [7]. During the launch, the structure will suffer extreme mechanical stress. The conditions are a combination of static and dynamic loads or mechanical aggressions [8] constituted by the static loads and acceleration, the pressure produced by the mechanical waves generated by the noise inside the launcher, and the vibrations produced by its motor and its structure, by all the other satellites onboard, and by the shocks when every stage of the launcher is separated or when the satellite is separated from the launcher. These effects are combined as a random vibration in which shocks can be superimposed.

In order to verify that a satellite can resist the launch, the launcher authorities provide a set of requirements that have to be fulfilled and verified through mechanical testing. These are modal survey vibration tests to identify the modes of vibration of the satellite to demonstrate that the main modes have higher frequencies than the launcher and that it will not enter in resonance, quasi-static vibration tests to demonstrate that the satellite resists the accelerations of the launcher, sine vibration tests to demonstrate that the satellite resists all the vibrations induced by the launcher, random vibration test to demonstrate that the satellite resists an emulated launch in which all the loads are combined, and shock vibration test to demonstrate that the satellite resists the shocks during the launch.

In this work, a small satellite structure 8 U CubeSat type 3D-printed in PEI ULTEM™ 9085 is presented. The structure was mechanically tested at qualification levels to fly in the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) [9], and the results are presented compared with the results of the same structure manufactured in aluminum alloy AA-6082 T651 through a conventional CNC method. Once the structure in ULTEM™ was qualified, a robustness test was done to identify its mechanical limits. All the results are included in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4.

2. Materials and methods

The qualification of a new structural design for a spacecraft requires a very methodic procedure in which all the boundary conditions shall be considered and controlled with care:
manufacturing environment and methodology, transport of the parts and their inspection, assembly, testing, and analysis. The whole process shall be completely controlled and monitored. In this section, the experiment is described, the methodology applied in the whole process is introduced, the test specimens are detailed, and the instrumentation and equipment used during the testing are specified.

2.1. Experiment description

The objective of this experiment is to validate the use of additive manufacturing technology with PEI to be implemented in functional structures of satellites. For this purpose, a novel structure with 3D-printed PEI ULTEM™ 9085 was manufactured and tested, and it was compared with the same structure manufactured in aluminum alloy AA-6082 T651 with classical CNC milling methodology. The two test specimens are described in Section 2.1.1.

To qualify the structure of the spacecraft, a structural model was assembled as part of the model philosophy established [10]. The structural model was constituted by the structural subsystem of the satellite (functional structure) and by mass dummies, which were mechanically equivalent to the real components of the satellite.

2.1.1. Test specimen description

The test specimens used in the test campaign were two CubeSat structures manufactured by using different materials and technologies:

- Aluminum alloy AA-6082 T651, density 2.70 g/cm³, manufactured by CNC milling
- PEI ULTEM™ 9085, density 1.34 g/cm³, manufactured by fused deposition modeling (FDM)

The structural subsystem of the 8 U CubeSat consisted of six panels (cube faces), a T bracket, and a central avionics tray providing mechanical interface for all the equipment onboard the satellite. To validate the 3D-printed structure in ULTEM™, no particular design optimization was performed with regard to the structure in aluminum; in other words, the same set of manufacturing drawings and CAD models was used to manufacture the model in the machining workshop and in the additive manufacturing facility.

The design baseline was a medium-resolution Earth observation (EO) mission with the following commercial components constituting the satellite: an Astro Digital Data and Power Module (DPM), three Sinclair reaction wheels (RWs), a Sensonor gyrometer (GYR), two BST Star Trackers (STs), a Syrlinks X-Band Transmitter Unit (XTU), a VACCO Propulsion System (PS), an ANTCOM GPS antenna (GPS), an SCS Space Gecko imager payload (IMG), an EnduroSat X-Band antenna, and an Astro Digital UHF antenna.

The internal distribution of the components in the internal volume of the 8 U structure was done by considering the center of gravity (CoG) requirements imposed by the launcher [11].

For the design of the structural models, the complete avionics suite was substituted by mass dummies or mock-up representative of their functional counterparts not only in terms of envelope and mounting interfaces (bolts) but also in mass and center of gravity (CoG). All replicas
were manufactured in aluminum and anodized to be preserved from corrosion. The total mass of mock-ups was 5.2 kg, considering a realistic configuration for an 8 U CubeSat. The structure in aluminum had a mass of 3.1 kg (37.35% of the total mass, which was 8.3 kg), and the structure in ULTEM™ had a mass of 1.45 kg (46.77% less mass than the aluminum structure and 21.80% of the total mass of the structural model, which was 6.65 kg). Table 1 shows the list of mock-ups with the most relevant mechanical properties: dimensions, mass, and coordinates of the center of gravity with respect to the geometric center of the satellite structure.

The overall structure design adheres to the CubeSat standard [12], and it could be fitted in any commercial P-POD designed to host an 8 U satellite. Figure 1 shows the parts of the structure made with additive manufacturing in PEI ULTEM™. Figure 2 depicts the mock-ups assembled in the structure.

Figure 3 shows the two test specimens populated with the mock-up avionics. The single circular window (front pictures) provided field of view for the payload camera. The two orthogonal circular windows (back pictures) provided fields of view for the star trackers. The purpose of the overtures in the structure was to reduce the mass of the structure while providing access to manipulate inside the spacecraft during assembly activities.

2.1.2. Testing platform description

The testing platform was represented by an electrodynamic shaker model LDS B&K V850–440 with an LDS B&K LPT 600 slip table with a mechanical interface adapter mounted on it (see Figure 4). The electrodynamic shaker stood over a concrete block by means of four silent blocks. The shaker was controlled by an LDS-Dactron control system, and the signal was amplified with an LDS B&K SPA 32Kv3 Kl4a-CE amplifier of 22 kN. Three accelerometers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Equipment name</th>
<th>Mock-up dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Mock-up mass (gr)</th>
<th>X CoG (mm)</th>
<th>Y CoG (mm)</th>
<th>Z CoG (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>Data and Power Module</td>
<td>100(W) × 199(L) × 87(H)</td>
<td>1796</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMG</td>
<td>Imager payload</td>
<td>97(W) × 96(W) × 60(H)</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>GPS antenna</td>
<td>40(W) × 40(L) × 26(H)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1</td>
<td>Star tracker No. 1</td>
<td>30(W) × 30(L) × 38(H)</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-74.5</td>
<td>-23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST2</td>
<td>Star tracker No. 2</td>
<td>30(W) × 30(L) × 38(H)</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>-57.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW1</td>
<td>Reaction wheel No. 1</td>
<td>50(W) × 50(L) × 40(H)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>-113.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW2</td>
<td>Reaction wheel No. 2</td>
<td>50(W) × 50(L) × 40(H)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW3</td>
<td>Reaction wheel No. 3</td>
<td>50(W) × 50(L) × 40(H)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>-64.5</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>-43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYR</td>
<td>Gyroscope</td>
<td>39(W) × 45(L) × 22(H)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>-53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>Propulsion</td>
<td>39(W) × 45(L) × 80(H)</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>101.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTU</td>
<td>X-Band transmitter</td>
<td>90(W) × 96(L) × 24(H)</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-101.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of mock-ups with mechanical properties.
were used to record the measurements, one monoaxial 4513-B type used as control and two triaxial 4520-001 type for recording the response of the structural models.

2.1.3. Test specifications

The structural model was tested at qualification levels established by PSLV [11]. The applied loads to qualify the structure were the following:

- Modal survey: to identify the modes of the structural model, a modal survey was done. The parameters were the following: maximum test frequency (2 kHz) and sweep-type logarithmic and sweep rate (2.0 oct/min). This was done in every axis: X, Y, and Z.

- Quasi-static load (QSL): it was characterized by a ramp up which increases amplitude levels from 0.1 to 8.75 g of acceleration between 5 and 20 Hz, acceleration amplitude of 8.75 g at 20 Hz, and a ramp down from the maximum amplitude of 8.75 to 0.1 g at frequencies from 20 to 5 Hz. The load profile is shown in Figure 5. This test was done in every axis: X, Y, and Z.

- Sine load: with maximum acceleration amplitude of 2.5 g at frequencies from 10 to 100 Hz. The load profile is shown in Figure 6. This test was done in every axis: X, Y, and Z.

Figure 1. Structure of the 3D-printed satellite in PEI.

Figure 2. Mock-ups assembled in the 3D-printed structure. (a) Top view and (b) bottom view.
• Random load: it was defined by a specific power spectral density (PSD) profile in function of the frequency. The profile is defined in Figure 7. This test was done in every axis: X, Y, and Z.

• Shock load: it was modeled as a variable acceleration profile with levels between 8 and 220 g for frequencies between 20 and 2000 Hz, as shown in Figure 8. This test was done in axis Z. The profile from 30 to 300 Hz was representative of the qualification level; for higher frequencies, the test could not be done for limitations of the testing platform used. However, this test specification was representative enough. The tests were done by following the standards [7, 10].

Figure 3. ReDSHIFT structural models.
As the purpose of the test was to qualify the 3D-printed structure and to analyze the differences between the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structure and the CNC-milled aluminum structure, the tests were performed on the bare structural models, i.e., not preserving the models inside a P-POD. For such a purpose, the bottom panels of the structures incorporated, near the corners, four M12 holes that were used to secure the test specimen on top of the mechanical interface with the slip table. In a real launch scenario, this would imply the adoption of pyro-bolts to assemble the spacecraft to the launcher interface. This was the worst case scenario for qualification purposes of the structure.

Figure 4. Interface adapter mounted on the shaker slip table.

Figure 5. QSL profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QSL (Qualification)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.4. Experimentation methodology

To guarantee a representative experimentation for the qualification of the structural model in ULTEM™, a specific and very controlled process was carried out. It started with the selection of competitive providers to manufacture the parts. Once they were received, a careful incoming goods reception was done in order to validate that all the parts fulfilled the specifications defined. This process consisted of inspecting from the parcel to its content, taking into account physical status and functionality. A report (incoming inspection report) was done in order to register every detail related to packaging, labeling, wrapping, isolation, external damages, and internal damages. Serial and part numbers were checked. Photos were also taken so that every aspect could be graphically supported. After the approval of the incoming inspection, the structural model was assembled to validate the design and manufacturing processes. Once the assembly was successful, the structures were dismounted and protected, side panel by side.

Figure 6. Sine load profile.

Figure 7. Random load profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>PSD (10⁻³ g²/Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
panel, with bubble wrap, and they were packaged using shock-absorbing material. The same
process was carried out to package the mock-ups.

Then, the packaged parts and required tools were prepared to be sent to the test facilities.
Transport documents (packing list and annexes) were prepared. These documents contained
information such as shipper, addressee, item description, references, gross weight, net weight,
dimensions, and Incoterms. Incoterm is reflected the International Commercial Terms, i.e., it
specified who took what risk and where.

When the goods arrived at the test facilities, the incoming goods reception process started
again, and a new incoming inspection report was carried out. Transport documents were also
checked.

Once the incoming inspection report was favorable, the structural model was assembled and
mounted on the interface adapter with the slip table of the shaker.

To carry the experiment out, the Z panel of the specimen was fixed on the interface adapter by
means of four M12 screws; subsequently, the rest of the assembled structure was fit on the Z
panel and fixed by means of 24 M2.5 screws. For X and Y axes, the test was performed on the
slip table (horizontal configuration) just rotating the test specimen 90°. For the Z-axis experi-
mentation, the electrodynamic shaker was rotated 90° to the vertical configuration (Figure 9).

The following testing procedures were followed:

1. Survey vibration test in the direction of the selected axis of the test specimen to detect the
   vibration modes
2. Sine vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen at qualification level
3. Survey vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen to detect if there were
   significant changes in the modes

Figure 8. Shock load profile.
4. QSL vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen at qualification level
5. Survey vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen to detect if there were significant changes in the modes
6. Random vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen at qualification level
7. Survey vibration test in the selected axis of the test specimen to detect if there were significant changes in the modes
8. Shock vibration test only in the selected axis of the test specimen
9. Survey vibration test after the shock vibration test in the Z-axis of the test specimen to detect if there were significant changes in the modes

A significant change was defined as a change in frequency of the modes of at least 10%. Firstly, the CNC aluminum model was tested on the X-axis and then on the Y-axis. Secondly, the 3D-printed ULTEM™ model was tested on the X-axis and then on the Y-axis. Thirdly, the electrodynamic shaker was turned 90° to test on the Z-axis of the CNC aluminum model first, and then on the ULTEM™ model.

When the experiment was finished, the structures were dismounted and protected, side panel by side panel, with bubble wrap, and they were packaged using shock-absorbing material. The same process was carried out to package the mock-ups. The same logistics and inspection processes explained before were followed to transport the parts back.

Figure 9. 3D-printed structural model mounted in the testing platform. (a) X-axis test and (b) Z-axis test.

3. Results

3.1. X-axis test results of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structure

Figure 10 shows the results for the test carried out in the X-axis of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model: modal survey (Figure 10(a)), QSL (Figure 10(b)), sine (Figure 10(c)), and random vibration (Figure 10(d)) tests. All the unities were expressed in g (9.81 m/s²) except in the random test, which was expressed in PSD (power spectral density (g²/Hz)). The red color
line represents the signal of the accelerometer 1 in the longitudinal axis, the blue color line represents the accelerometer 2 in the longitudinal axis, and the magenta line represents the control signal. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with the modal survey tests before and after the QSL, sine, and random tests were done. All the values are provided with the measurements of accelerometer 1 since the values provided by accelerometer 2 did not differ significantly.

With the modal survey, all the modes were characterized. The first mode was the most representative. This was located at 43.19 Hz. The amplitude of the first mode was 3.22 g. For comparison, the main mode of the structure manufactured by CNC in aluminum had a frequency of 190.77 Hz and had an amplitude of 8.2 g. This shows that the 3D-printed structure has less rigidity, but it still fulfills the requirement provided by the PSLV launcher authority, which established that the first mode of the spacecraft shall be higher than 20 Hz.

3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model—modal survey results before and after the quasi-static load, sine, and random vibration tests in the X-axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-QSL</th>
<th>Post-QSL</th>
<th>Pre-sine</th>
<th>Post-sine</th>
<th>Pre-random</th>
<th>Post-random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First modal freq. [Hz]</td>
<td>43.19</td>
<td>43.19</td>
<td>45.19</td>
<td>40.55</td>
<td>40.55</td>
<td>40.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed deviation</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>−6.10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accel. peak [g]</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed deviation</td>
<td>3.40%</td>
<td></td>
<td>−6.10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>−1.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of the modal survey tests before and after the QSL, sine, and random vibration tests in the X-axis.
The QSL test indicated that the structure behaved perfectly. There was neither representative excitation nor attenuation in the structure. It perfectly followed the control signal without passing the limit values established by the control. After this test was finished, the modal survey showed that there was no significant deviation of the modes. The amplitude of the first mode was increased to 3.33 g (3.40% more).

The sine vibration test showed that the structural model entered in resonance at the frequencies of the first and the second modes. After this test, the first mode slightly changed the frequency to 40.55 Hz and reduced the amplitude to 2.74 g (6.10% less). This represented no major changes in the structure.

In the random vibration test, all the modes were excited. After the test, the frequency of the first mode did not change (40.55 Hz). Its amplitude was slightly reduced to 2.71 g (1.8% less).

There were no shifts over 10% in the frequency of the first mode before and after all the specific tests. In addition, after all the tests, the structure was analyzed, and no visible changes were identified (plastic deformation, broken screws, lost screws, and unassembled parts, among others), which means that all the tests were successfully passed.

3.2. Y-axis test results of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structure

Figure 11 shows the results for the test carried out in the Y-axis of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model: modal survey (Figure 11(a)), QSL (Figure 11(b)), sine (Figure 11(c)), and random vibration (Figure 11(d)) tests. The red color line represents the signal of the accelerometer 1 in the longitudinal axis, the blue color line represents the accelerometer 2 in the longitudinal axis, and the magenta line represents the control signal. Table 3 summarizes the

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11. Results of the tests in the Y-axis. (a) Modal survey, (b) QSL, (c) sine vibration, and (d) random vibration.
results obtained with the modal survey tests before and after the QSL, sine, and random tests were done. As in the tests done in the X-axis, all the values are provided with the measurements of accelerometer 1 since the values provided by accelerometer 2 did not differ significantly.

With the modal survey, all the modes were characterized. The first mode was located at 43.19 Hz. The amplitude of the first mode was 3.44 g. For comparison, the main mode of the structure manufactured by CNC in aluminum had a frequency of 190.63 Hz and had an amplitude of 5.88 g.

Again, in the QSL test, the structure behaved perfectly between the margins defined by the control. The modal survey after this test showed that there was no significant deviation of the modes. The amplitude of the first mode was slightly increased to 3.54 g.

The sine vibration test showed that the structural model entered in resonance at the frequencies of the first and the second modes. After this test, the first mode slightly changed the frequency to 41.66 Hz and reduced the amplitude to 3.18 g (at 10.20% less, which indicates that the components of the structure would be less accelerated because the structure gained damping). This represented no major changes in the structure but an increase in the damping.

In the random vibration test, all the modes were excited. However, the first mode did not change in frequency, and the amplitude was reduced at 3.10% to 3.08 g.

There were no shifts over 10% in the frequency of the first mode before and after all the specific tests. In addition, after all the tests in the Y-axis, the structure was analyzed, and no visible changes were identified, which means that all the tests were successfully passed.

### 3.3. Z-axis test results of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structure

Figure 12 shows the results for the test carried out in the Z-axis of the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model: modal survey (Figure 12(a)), QSL (Figure 12(b)), sine (Figure 12(c)), random vibration (Figure 12(d)), and shock (Figure 12(e)) tests. The red color line represents the signal of the accelerometer 1 in the longitudinal axis, the blue color line represents the accelerometer 2 in the longitudinal axis, and the magenta line represents the control signal. Table 4 summarizes the results obtained with the modal survey tests before and after the QSL, sine, random,
and shock tests were done. As in the tests done in the X and Y axes, all the values are provided with the measurements of accelerometer 1 since the values provided by accelerometer 2 did not differ significantly.

Figure 12. Results of the tests in the Y-axis. (a) Modal survey, (b) QSL, (c) sine vibration, (d) random vibration, and (e) shock.

3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model — modal survey results before and after the quasi-static load, sine, and random vibration tests in the Y-axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-QSL</th>
<th>Post-QSL</th>
<th>Pre-sine</th>
<th>Post-sine</th>
<th>Pre-random</th>
<th>Post-random</th>
<th>Pre-shock</th>
<th>Post-shock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First modal freq. [Hz]</td>
<td>77.19</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>74.46</td>
<td>74.46</td>
<td>74.46</td>
<td>74.46</td>
<td>73.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed deviation</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>-3.70%</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>-0.90%</td>
<td>-0.90%</td>
<td>-0.90%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accel. peak [g]</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed deviation</td>
<td>18.40%</td>
<td>-19.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Results of the modal survey tests before and after the QSL, sine, random vibration, and shock tests in the Z-axis.
With the modal survey, all the modes were characterized. The first mode was located at 77.19 Hz. The amplitude of the first mode was 1.79 g. For comparison, the main mode of the structure manufactured by CNC in aluminum had a frequency of 354.45 Hz and had an amplitude of 4.00 g.

In the QSL test, the structure behaved perfectly between the margins defined by the control. The modal survey after this test showed that the first mode changed the frequency to 77.3 Hz (0.14%). The amplitude was increased to 2.12 g (18.40%). This represented no major changes in the structure but an increase in the stiffness.

The sine vibration test showed that the structural model entered in resonance at the frequency of the first mode. After this test, the first mode slightly changed the frequency to 74.46 Hz (3.70% lower) and reduced the amplitude to 1.70 g (at ~19.80% less). This represented no major changes in the structure but an increase in the damping.

In the random vibration test, all the modes were excited. After the test, the first mode did not change (74.46 Hz). Its amplitude was reduced to 1.67 g (1.80% less).

In the shock vibration test, the structure behaved well. After the test, the first mode had a frequency of 73.79 Hz (0.90% less), and its amplitude was reduced to 1.64 g (1.80% less).

There were no significant changes in the structure, defined by shifts over 10% in the frequency of the first mode, before and after the tests. The visual analysis of the structure did not provide any change, which means that all the tests in this axis were successfully passed. Since the structure passed all the tests in all three axes, the structure was considered to be qualified to fly in the PSLV launcher.

3.3.1. Robustness test results

The robustness test was done with the random vibration test as the baseline due to its wider frequency range. First of all, the test level was raised up to the test specification provided by the GSFC General Environmental Verification Standard (GEVS) [13]. Following the same philosophy as for the regular test, a modal survey was carried out before and after the random test. An interactive process was started by increasing the load up step-by-step, with their corresponding modal surveys until a failure occurred. The levels of the robustness test can be seen in Figure 13(a). The original profile of the PSLV random vibration test is represented in blue, the GEVS profile is represented in red, the extended profile of the second iteration is represented in magenta, and the profile at which the structure fails is represented in cyan.

Contrary to the expected failure by breaking a bolt by excessive shear stress, the failure was a combination of HeliCoil extractions by excessive traction stress and two cracks in one of the corners near the fixing point in contact with the shaker. Obviously, some bolts were bended after the failure as a side effect of the part cracks, but any of them was broken.

Figure 13(b) shows a comparison of the modal survey done before executing the test which modified the 3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model (blue signal) and after the execution of that random vibration test (red signal). The control signal is represented in magenta.
After the test the modes of the structural model are substantially shifted to the left, i.e., to lower frequencies: the first mode shifted from 53.10 to 66.19 Hz, which represented a change of 19.78% (clearly over 10%). The amplitude of the signal slightly changed from 1.95 g before the test to 1.91 after the test (2.05%). Besides, the shape of the signal also changed. After the test, the first and the second modes are nearer. This represents a significant change in the structure at the level of the test, and as conclusion, it is not passed. However, the structure was taken to the limit, which was much higher than the qualification levels.

4. Discussion

The 3D-printed ULTEM™ structural model widely fulfilled the requirements imposed by the PSLV launcher authority, which enables the technology tested to be used in space and more specifically in the functional structure of satellites.

By comparing the characteristics of the validated technology with respect to the classical CNC milling in aluminum alloy, the 3D-printed model presented a clearly different behavior. In Figure 14, the modal survey obtained in the two structural models was represented to facilitate comparison. There was a clear difference in the rigidity of the two materials with the same geometry. The 3D-printed model had natural modes with lower frequencies than the CNC structure in aluminum. This implies more flexibility and, as a result, larger displacements. Damages could be found if the structure is displaced, which would cause damages in the satellite components. Damages could also be found if the structure is impacted by an external item in the launcher. This result was expected as previous studies in the mechanical properties suggest a tensile modulus of 2 GPa for ULTEM™ parts made by FDM [14]. When this value is compared with aluminum typical value for tensile modulus (70 GPa), a simplified mass-spring model foresees a reduction in the first mode frequency of 80% which is coherent with the test results. In consequence the manufacturing flaws described in [14] do not have a remarkable impact in functional parts as the stiffness does not seem to be affected and the catastrophic fail was due to a stress concentration near the structure corners not to a manufacturing defect. In conclusion both the material and the manufacturing method have been proven to be valid for their use in primary structural application despite the local manufacturing flaws.
In terms of damping, as can also be seen in Figure 14, the ULTEM™ model had a significant higher damping leading to a less sharp modal survey profile. This effect could be especially beneficial for all the electronic components inside the satellite as most of the vibration energy was dissipated by the structure, thus reducing the effective acceleration that those components could suffer. Primarily in the response to high frequency, associated with a higher energy, which can cause a higher damage in the electronic components such as relays or oscillators, this attenuation is desirable, and it can be considered as a thermoplastic structure advantage [15].

5. Conclusions

In this work, the structure of a satellite which was made in 3D-printed ULTEM™ was validated. A structural model with realistic mass dummies was tested under qualification levels established by the PSLV launcher authority. The tests were successfully passed, which indicate that the proposed structure was apt to be put in orbit.

Besides, the structure was compared with that manufactured with a classical CNC approach in aluminum alloy. The results indicate that the 3D-printed structure has less rigidity and more damping than the CNC aluminum structure. This can be beneficial for electromechanical components of the satellites since the ULTEM™ structure acts as a low-pass filter. However, it has larger displacements, which has to be considered in order to avoid impacts between components and external surfaces of the satellite.

In addition, during the experimentation of both the 3D-printed and the CNC-milled models, some ULTEM™ and aluminum powder were generated because of the stress caused by the trials. This powder generation and the effect that it could have over optical components in the satellite are still to be analyzed in depth. In addition, the thermal-vacuum cycling and atomic oxygen effects have to be studied before flying this structure in the space environment.
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